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Abstract

The interaction between interleukine 17 cytokine (IL17A) and its receptor (IL17RA)

is a key inflammatory player. IL17A interaction antagonists are highly sought-after com-

pounds with potential applications for the treatment of many diseases. The IL17A/IL17RA

interaction covers a large surface area, which is rather flat without obvious hot spots.

Currently, only Secukinumab, an IL17A inhibiting monoclonal antibody, is approved by

the US FDA for the treatment of psoriasis. Therefore, IL17A has been previously classi-

fied to be undruggable by small molecules. Here, we describe the initial development of a

series of small molecule antagonists targeting the IL17A/IL17RA (Fig. S2B) interaction,

through an anchor designed to mimic the hydrogen bond of the macrocycle 63Q [1]

with the Leu97A/B and Trp67B of IL17A. 12 initial hits were identified from a primary

ligand series of 40 members, as determined by differential scanning fluorimetry (DSF)

screening. The initial hit MD01 and derivative MD09 were further cross-validated in a

microscale thermophoresis (MST) binding assay. We then optimized and synthesized 10

derivatives from the identified hits, and measured the binding affinity (Kd) with IL17A.

Of these 10 optimized compounds, 4 displayed good MST binding curves, with that of

MD46 indicating a Kd of 49nM. In combination with molecular docking, we analyzed

the 8 stereoisomers of MD46 and their potential binding poses. After three-rounds of

random docking, three repeated full binding posed showed a hydrogen bond with Trp67B

as predicted and another hydrogen bonds with Glu95A instead of Leu97A.
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Introduction

Interleukin 17A (IL17A) is an 18kD proinflammatory cytokine secreted from Th17 subset

T cells. The abnormal release of IL17A induces activation of multiple immune responses,

such as airway remodelling [2], through the activation of CD4+ T cells [3]. As a result,

the IL17 family was reported to correlate with many immune/ autoimmune-related dis-

eases, including rheumatoid arthritis, asthma, lupus, allograft rejections, anti-tumour

immunity and psoriasis and multiple sclerosis and recently for the treatment of the cy-

tokine storm in late stage COVID19 [4]. The IL17 family consists of six members,

including IL17A, IL17B, IL17C, IL17D, IL17E and IL17F [5]. Despite the fact that they

do not share a high sequence homology (17A and IL17F show more than 50% similarity

(Fig. S1), all members present a similar three-dimensional protein conformation that

contains four highly conserved cysteine residues [6]. IL17RA is the primary receptor

that binds both IL17A and IL17F. It is widely expressed in multiple tissues, including

vascular endothelial, peripheral T cells, B cell lineages and fibroblasts [7]. For instance,

IL17RA is expressed on the surface of keratinocytes, making these cells the primary

target in psoriasis. Upon IL17A binding, increased expression of numerous chemokines

(i.e. CCL20, CXCL1, and CXCL8), play roles in recruiting inflammatory cells to lesional

skin and stimulating the innate immune system; this complex interaction ultimately con-

tributes to epidermal hyper proliferation and skin barrier dysfunction, essential factors

in the pathophysiology of psoriasis. To date, structural data on IL17A includes an unli-

ganded form IL17A (apo; 4HR9), IL17A/IL17RA (4HSA), IL17A/peptide HAP (5HHV),

IL17A/peptide 18-1 (5VB9), IL17A in complex with both HAP and macrocycles (5HI3,

5HI4, 5HI5) and IL17A/IL17F heterodimer (5N92). In the three apo structures, the

dimeric cytokine displayed a cystine-knot fold with two intermolecular disulphide similar

to that of nerve growth factor [8]. Additionally, the N-terminal region (1-19) and α helix

(28-41) of IL17A are disordered and not visible in the structure of unliganded IL17A [9],

while this α helix is only found on the interaction surface of the IL17A/IL17RA complex

structure. Based on these observations, several antagonists have been developed that

block the interaction of IL17A with IL17RA, of which Cosentyx (secukinumab), an IL17A

inhibiting monoclonal antibody (mAb), is used for the treatment of moderate to severe

plaque psoriasis [10]. However, there are disadvantages associated with the clinical use of
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mAbs, including high cost-of-good, non-oral applications, poor tissue penetration, long

half-life times that drive the need to discover lower cost and more effective treatments

for IL17A related inflammatory diseases. Distinct from antibodies, small molecule an-

tagonists would be considered to have significant advantages, such as preferable entropic

signatures, oral bioavailability, shorter half-life times and higher stability. However, the

large and flat surface between the reactive site of IL17A and its receptor produces strong

resistance for small molecules to target. Thus, to date no small molecule inhibitor of

IL17A/IL17RA was reported. Here we report our early efforts to discover small molecule

IL17A antagonists through structure-based design, including the synthesis, biophysical

characterization and chemical optimization.

Small molecule design based on macrocycle 63Q in the

central hydrophobic pocket.

Based on the flexibility of N-terminal, we expressed an N-terminally shortened form

of IL17A (Asn19 to Pro126) and the determined apo structure is consistent with that

expressed from HEK293T cell (4HR9). As observed previously, IL17A monomers form

disulfide-linked dimers, with each of the monomer containing two anti-parallel β sheets.

Two pairs of cysteine 71, 121, and cysteine 76, 123 at the C-terminus form a cystine-

knot fold [8], connecting the interchain parallel β sheets (Fig. S2A). As previously

observed, residues from Ile28 to Asp42 are partially disordered. It is suggested that

specific interaction with IL17RA stabilizes IL17A. The IL17A crystal form contains a

dimer composed from the C2 symmetry with two identical surfaces able to interact

with its receptor. IL17RA binds IL17A at one side, interacting extensively with both

monomers over a total buried surface area of 2220Å2. The interaction surface consists

of three regions of IL17A. Region 1 and region 2 (Fig. S2B), formed by the N terminus

and central β strands, and region 3 contains the C-terminus of IL17A. Region 2 (the

major binding interface between IL17A and IL17RA) as buried surface area is mainly

formed between the C-terminal region of IL17A chain A and the D2 domain of IL17RA.

Chain B of IL17A contributes strands 1 and 2 and the C-terminus of loop 0-1, and chain

A contribute strands 3 and 4 (Fig. S2A). In all the residues forming polar interactions,

Asp42, Arg55, Val65 and Trp67 are unique to IL17A, and Asp32, Ser40, Gln94, Leu116
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are identical between IL17A and IL17F.

Additionally, a hydrophobic central pocket formed by two monomers of IL17A is im-

plicated as a prominent druggable hot spot for the design of IL17A pathway inhibitors

capable of blocking the IL17A/IL17RA interaction. In 2016, Liu et al. and colleague’s

discovered three small-molecule IL17 antagonists, of which 63Q displayed an IC50 of

300µM in keratinocytes [1]. The crystal structure of the IL17A/63Q complex (5HI4)

[1] presented a widened central pocket for ligand binding and a rearranged N-terminus

resulting from the interaction with an inhibitory linear peptide HAP [11].

Figure 1. Computational compound design and synthesis based on 63Q. (A) Structure basis of IL17A

interaction with 63Q in a widened pocket. The potential polar interactions are indicated as red, dashed

lines. Specific coordination residues are shown as sticks. (B) Flow of computational scaffold design

based on 63Q. The interaction diagram is drawn by Pose view. Black dashed lines indicated hydrogen

bond. Green solid line implies hydrophobic interaction.
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After analyzing the interactions of the macrocycles with the IL17A, we noted a con-

served hydrogen bonding pattern of the macrocyclic amide and its adjacent exocyclic

amide with the Leu97A NH and CO of one IL17A monomer and the corresponding

Leu97B of the other monomer (Fig.1A). We tried to mimic this conserved H-bonding

pattern with a small molecule scaffold (Fig.1B). The chosen scaffold can be built by

a multicomponent reaction (MCR) from four different starting materials and has the

advantage of easy access to different derivatives by variation of the building blocks

[12]. Indeed, synthesizing first derivatives of this scaffold we could observe binding using

differential scanning calorimetry (DSF). Hereby, we present a story on design, synthesis

and structure-activity relationship of a Ugi-5C-4CR scaffold MD series based on a known

structure of an artificial macrocycle (63Q) binding mode to IL17A. In the combination of

differential scanning calorimetry (DSF) and Microscale thermophoresis (MST), we found

a potential hit MD46 measured Kd as 49.70nM, 10-fold better than that of 63Q in our

assay. Due to the lack of crystal structure, we also visualized 8 stereoisomers of MD46 in

the IL17A apo structure by molecular docking to facility chemical optimization. Crystal

structure-guide ligand design provide a potential idea to discovery new IL17A binder.

Result and Discussion

Chemistry

The synthesis of this library of amino acid derivatives followed a one-step and four-

component Ugi approach. Corresponding amino acids, aldehydes and isocyanides were

added sequentially to Methanol. The reaction was conducted under -30oC for three

hours and then moved to room temperature overnight to obtain the desired products in

moderate to good yields.
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14 positive ligands found to potentially bind to IL17A by

DSF

To identify initial hits that bind to His-IL17A, we designed and synthesis 40 compounds

based on the amide anchor described above. A highly variable scaffold with a diversity

of functional groups, which complies with the above amide anchor can be assembled

by a variation of isocyanides, aldehydes, and unprotected amino acids in the solvent

and reactant methanol (Scheme 1). This reaction is well established and wildly utilized

in medicinal chemistry [13]. As most MCRs, target compounds were assembled from

most combinations of building blocks in moderate to good yields. Subsequently, we

conducted an initial affinity evaluation assay based on differential scanning fluorimetry

(DSF), in which the fluorescence of SYPRO Orange that binds to the exposed hy-

drophobic cores when the protein chain begins to unfold increases as the target protein

denatures. The melting temperature (Tm) could be approximated as the temperature

of the inflection point of the melting curve [14]. Based on the first positive compound

MD01, we performed conservative optimizations by changing the isocyanide from an

aromatic to aliphatic substituents. To our delight, compound MD02 with a tert-butyl

substituent showed DSF activity as well. In the next step, we made further changes to

compound MD01 in the amino acid, aldehyde and isocyanide region. Besides L-alanine,

5 more amino acids were utilized in the formation of the series, including D-alanine, L-

valine, D-serine, L-Phenylalanine and L-Phenylalanine with substitutions on the phenyl

ring. The phenyl acetaldehyde was kept or changed to phenyl acetaldehyde and 2-

phenylpropionaldehyde. The changes of aldehydes have minimum variations from mono

to double phenyl substitution. 13 different isocyanides were used in the synthesis of the

desired compounds, including aliphatic, aromatic with different substituents and hete-

rocycles. During the reactions, the amino acid stereo center is conserved and a new

stereo center is formed by the aldehyde component. Thus, diastereomers are formed in

(currently unknown) varying ratios. In the primary screening, 14 out of 40 ligands were

determined as binders in our DSF screen (Scheme 1; Fig. S3). The experiment was

repeated independently (n=2), yielding similar results.
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of IL-17A inhibitors based on U-5C-4CR. DSF activity and yields are indicated.

Binding affinity determination of initial hits and opti-

mized compound by MST with IL17A.

Microscale thermophoresis (MST) was utilized to cross-validate binding affinity (Kd)

[15, 16]. The positive control 63Q was shown to possess a 492nM Kd similar to the Kd

of 140nM measured by SPR by Liu et al. [1]. Among all the initial DSF hits, MD01

(1.83mM) and derivative MD09 (798µM) displayed affinities with IL17A (Fig. 2A). To

further optimize the initial hits, we designed and synthesized 10 more derivatives by
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exploring novel interactions with target protein. The optimization of MD01 is conducted

by adding different substituents to the aromatic isocyanide, to explore more interactions

with target protein. Unfortunately, the changes did not provide any improvement of

affinity. Instead, the optimized compounds became inactive, which indicated that the

substituents adding to the aromatic ring of R3 position may increase the steric hindrance

of the compounds and impeded the compounds ability to reach the interaction pocket.

For MD09, we retained R2 as phenyl ring, and the substitute R3 moiety (Table 1B).

Six derivatives of MD09 were validated by MST, four of which demonstrated a binding

affinity to IL17A in the nM to µM range (Table 1). Replacement of the L-valine (MD09)

to glycine (MD45) further increased binding affinity to 23.77µM. It is noteworthy that

changing the isopropyl moiety to methyl group (MD46) provided an excellent Kd value

of 49.70nM, 10-fold better than the positive compound 63Q. MD47, the stereoisomer

of MD09, also showed an improved affinity of 96.70µM. L-Leucine and L-isoleucine

were introduced for the exploration of the influences of longer chains. To our surprise,

MD48 synthesized from Leucine was inactive, while MD49 synthesized from L-isoleucine

showed a good Kd value of 19.10µM. Finally, the compound with hydroxymethylene

moiety (MD50) was shown to be inactive.
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Table 1. Binding affinity determination by MST of initial hit MD01 and derives MD08 and analogues

with IL17A.a

a63Q as reference with Kd of 409nM. Starting concentration of test is solubility-dependent.
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We found the length of R3 of MD09 significantly affected binding efficiency with IL17A

(Table 1). A methyl group provided the best length for MD09 series of compounds. For

MD01 derivatives, the addition of a methoxyl group and halogen on the phenyl ring did

not improve binding affinity with IL17A. Based on these experimental results we took the

best binding ligand MD46 as a sample to predict potential binding modes by molecular

docking.

Due to number of stereocentres models of the MD46 ligand was used to prepared

8 stereoisomers and these were randomly docked to the IL17A apo dimer (4HR9), re-

spectively. In order to minimize variances, each docking was repeated three times. We

choose a final pose based on the cluster and energy rank. Three isomers RSR, RRS and

SRS were predicted to display a similar binding pose. We superpose these isomers on

the hydrophobic central cavity (Fig. 2A). All of them showed the hydrogen interaction

with Trp67B and another hydrogen bond with Glu95A (Fig. 2B). Additionally, by align-

ing the isomers with 63Q (Fig. 2C), we can see that the amide, secondary amine and

ester groups, which could provide H-bonds to amino acid residues, could match with

the functional amides of the reference 63Q, which further verified our primary research

hypothesis.

Conclusion

Recently the question was raised ‘Why is it that despite the remarkable success of

IL17 antibodies, there is no small molecule antagonist of IL17A in the clinic?’. Here

we present the design, synthesis and structure-activity relationship of a series of small

molecules binding to IL17A. The design was based on a known structure of an artificial

macrocycle (63Q) binding to the IL17A dimer. Analysis of the binding mode revealed

via 4 key hydrogen bonds which we used as pharmacophores to screen different MCR

scaffolds. The Ugi-5C-4CR scaffold looked promising and indeed binding of selected

resynthesized examples towards IL17A dimer was verified by DSF and cross-validated

MST. By initial DSF screening, we found 14 of 40 compounds could bind to IL17A.

Next, we applied MST to cross-validate the initial hit MD01 and its derivative MD09.

Of these 10 optimized compounds, 4 of MD09 analogues displayed good MST binding
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Figure 2. Docking analysis of MD46 toward IL17A. A: The overlapped 8 stereoismes of MD46 in the

central pocket of IL17A; B: R-S-R-MD46 as an representitive isomer to illustrate hydrogen bonds with

IL17A, hydrogen hond were showed as red dotted line C: three isomers overlapp with 63Q. Isomer RSR

is shown as light green sticks, isomer RRS is shown as pink sticks, and isomer SRS is shown as grey

sticks, respectively.

curves with IL17A. MD46 measured as Kd of 49.70nM, 10-fold better than that of 63Q

in our assay. To facilitate chemical optimization, we visualized 8 stereoisomers of MD46

in the IL17A apo structure by molecular docking. After three-round of random docking,

three binding poses showed the hydrogen bond with Trp67B as we predicted and another

hydrogen bond with Glu95A instead of Leu97A. Further experiments are on-going to

obtain the crystal structure of MD46 single isomers. IL17A is a challenging target but

the discovery of small molecules binders is clearly possible. The future will reveal if

such compounds can be converted into biologically active modifiers of inflammation and

efforts towards this from our laboratory will be reported in the near future.
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Method

General Synthetic Protocols.

All isocyanides were made in house by performing the Ugi procedure. Other reagents

were available from commercial suppliers (Sigma Aldrich, ABCR, Acros, Fluorochem

and AK Scientific) and used without any purification unless otherwise noted. Thin layer

chromatography was performed on Fluka precoated silica gel plates (0.20mm thick, par-

ticle size 25µm). Flash chromatography was performed on a Teledyne ISCO Combiflash

Rf, using RediSep Rf Normal-phase Silica Flash Columns (Silica Gel 60Å, 230 - 400

mesh) and on a Reveleris R© x2 Flash Chromatography, using Grace R© Reveleris Silica

flash cartridges (12 grams) and a gradient of petroleum ether/ethyl acetate (0-100%)

was applied. Nuclear magnetic resonance spectra were recorded on a Bruker Avance 500

spectrometer. Chemical shifts for 1H NMR were reported relative to TMS (δ 0ppm) or

internal solvent peak (CDCl3 δ 7.26ppm, DMSO-d6 δ 2.50ppm or CD3OD δ 3.31ppm)

and coupling constants were in hertz (Hz). The following abbreviations were used for

spin multiplicity: s = singlet, d = doublet, t = triplet, dt = double triplet, ddd = doublet

of double doublet, and m = multiplet. Chemical shifts for 13C NMR reported in ppm rel-

ative to the solvent peak (CDCl3 δ 77.23ppm, MeOD δ 49.00ppm, DMSO δ 39.52ppm).

Mass spectra were measured on a Waters Investigator Supercritical Fluid Chromatograph

with a 3100 MS Detector (ESI) using a solvent system of methanol and CO2 on a Viridis

silica gel column (4.6 x 250 mm, 5µm particle size) and reported as (m/z). High resolu-

tion mass spectra (HRMS) were recorded using a QTOF Bruker Maxis Plus, mass range

100-1500 m/z, spectra rate 2.00 Hz. Yields given refer to chromatographically purified

and spectroscopically pure compounds unless otherwise stated.

Purification of His-IL17A

Constructs for expression of the human IL17A (19-144aa) were obtained by gene synthe-

sis (Eurofins) and inserted into pETM13 and pETM11 vectors, respectively. pETM11

includes an N-terminal 6*histidine tag followed by a tobacco etch virus (TEV) cleavage

site. Plasmids were transformed into E.coli strain BL21(star) and Rosetta respectively
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to yield IL17A with and without His-tag. For protein expression, LB medium (Thermo

Fisher) containing kanamycin (50µg/ml) was added, induced with IPTG(1M) at OD 600

0.6 and grown overnight at 37oC. Cell pellets was resuspended in buffer A (50mM Tris

pH 7.5, 150mM NaCl, 10mM BME) and the lysate was sonicated for a total 4min (5s

pulse followed by 5s rest on ice). The sonicated lysate was clarified by centrifuge at

10,000g for 45min at 20oC. The cell pellet was washed in buffer B (Buffer A with 0.5%

Triton X-100). The cell was lysate by sonicated, as described previously [11]. After 5

times washing, the pellet was solubilised in buffer C (100mM Tris pH 8.0, 150mM NaCl,

6M Guanidine, 10mM BME) for 1h at room temperature. The denatured IL17A was

shocked diluted into refolding buffer (100mM CHES pH 9.5, 900mM arginine, 0.5mM

Cystine, 5mM Cysteine, 10mM BME) and stirred overnight at room temperature. The

refolded protein was concentrate and purified by SEC with buffer D (20mM MES pH

6.0, 150mM NaCl, 10mM BME).

Differential scanning fluorimetry(DSF)

The experiments we performed using a Bio-Rad CFX384 Real-Time System (C1000

Touch Thermal Cycler) in sealed Hard-Shell 96-well plates. 1µl compound from 100mM

DMSO stock was added to 50µl assay (1xPBS) buffer. Manual addition of 5µl of IL17A

SYPRO Orange pre-mixture including 1-1.5mg/ml IL17A and 25x dilution of SYPRO

orange (5000x stock) into the 50µl assay. Compound alone controls were performed to

assess fluorescence at 600nM. Assay optimisation resulted in an experimental condition

with pH range from 6.5 to 7.5 (1xPBS pH 7.0). Thermal denaturation was achieved by

applying a temperature gradient from 25 to 95 with fluorescence readings every 0.5oC.

Microscale thermophoresis (MST)

MST was performed using the Monolith NT.115 instrument (NanoTemper Technologies

GmbH). 100ul of His-tagged IL17A with (200nM) in assay buffer (1xPBST) was labeled

using 100µl the MO-L008 MonolithTM His-Tag Labeling Kit RED-tris-NTA dye (100nM)

and incubated for 30minutes at room temperature, followed by centrifugation of the
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mixture for 10minutes at room temperature and 15,000g. At the same time, prepared 

25µl of the ligands at two times concentration at 1mM. 15 serial dilutions were made 

respectively in PCR tubes, by addition of 10µl of labelled protein to each well (1-16) 

and mixed by pipetting. The final concentration of IL17A is 50nM. The capillaries were 

loaded and MST data measured the samples at manufacturers recommended settings 

(40% LED/excitation power and medium MST power).

Molecular Docking

Small molecule docking of IL17A with MD46 was performed by rigid-docking using Swiss 

dock [17] (http://www.swissdock.ch/docking), based on EADock [18]. The coordinate 

file for IL17A (4HR9) as edited to remove all water molecules. Compounds were prepared 

via Chemdraw. The grid box was constrained at the protein center. Flexible side chains 

were not allowed. All rotatable single bonds were allowed to rotate within the ligand. 

Docking results were screened via Chimera [19].

Contributions

Wenjia Wang expressed and optimized the purification procedure, performed ligand-

binding assay and molecular docking for IL17A. Wenjia and Jingyao Li writed original 

draft.
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Supplemental figure

Figure S1. Multiple sequence alignment of human IL17A and human IL17F were generated using

BLAST, T-Coffee and ENDscript 2.0. IL17F exhibits a sequence identity of 56% over 69% of its

sequence to IL17A.

Figure S2. (A) Overall structure of IL17 apo (4HR9). The two chains of the dimers are shown in blue

and green colors. The disulfide bonds between Cys71, 121 and Cys76, 123 form a Cystine-knot fold

and are shown as yellow sticks. (B) overview of IL17A/IL17RA complex interface. IL17A interacts with

IL17RA with 3 regions shown as Region 1, Region 2 and Region 3. Region 1 and region 2, formed by

N-terminus and central β-strands, and region 3 contains the C-terminal of IL17A, of which, region 2 is

the primary interface between IL17A/IL17RA. IL17A dimer was implicated as cartoon, colored as cyan

and green respectively. IL17RA was indicated as was described as surface, colored as pink.
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Figure S3. Primary ligand screen by DSF. DSF curve of initial ligands for IL17A. IL17A is indicated

as red curve; IL17A with ligand was indicated as green curve. Tm shift increased by at least 2oC was

consider as a potential positive hit.
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